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Abstract: The structure and connections in networked microgrids consisting of two or more interconnected microgrids is influenced by the dynamic behaviors of power markets, the demand and supply interactions between market participants, and the possibility of operating in the grid-connected or islanded modes. Protection zones in the above-mentioned scenarios are dynamic and should not be determined a priori. Also, fault currents will vary depending on the operating modes, online or offline status of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs), variation of solar irradiation or wind speed, etc. This paper proposes a Centralized Intelligent Station-Level Protection (CISP) approach for the protection of various electric power equipment technologies in networked (interconnected) microgrids using adaptive protective relaying algorithms and a network theory-based zone selection algorithm. The proposed CISP approach utilizes wide area IEC 61869-9 Sampled Values (SVs) measurements and IEC 61850 Generic Object-Oriented Substation Events (GOOSE) messages, intelligently determines the protection zones, and automatically selects the protection algorithms to use in each of the protection zones based on the prevailing system topology and operating conditions. The effectiveness of the proposed CISP approach is demonstrated through real-time simulations using the RTDS®. The results obtained were promising for the various system configurations, operating conditions, and fault conditions considered.
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1. Introduction

Several methods have been proposed in the literature for microgrid protection. Most of these methods centered on the use of traditional current-based protection, voltage-based protection, and frequency-based protection. Non-traditional techniques derived from the above-mentioned methods have been the focus of recent research works.

1.1. Background

In [1–3], traditional overcurrent (OC) and directional OC protection functions were investigated in the protection of microgrids. OC-based protection such as superimposed positive and negative sequence-based OC protection [4] and harmonic directional OC relay [5] have also been researched with promising results. Microgrid protection using current differential protection principles was presented in [6–9]. Similarly, ref. [10] presented a method based on the cumulative sum of the differential negative-sequence impedance angle. In [11], a hybrid method based on the combination of an impedance differential technique and an inverse-time low impedance technique was proposed.

Other interesting methods in the literature include the comparison of dq synchronous frame voltages of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) [12], Total Harmonic Distortion calculations [13], under/over frequency relays [14], mathematical morphology-based method
using current travelling wave [15], directional phase and negative sequence overcurrent elements, undervoltage elements, current and voltage total harmonic distortion elements [16], methods based on differential frequency [17], and spectral energy differential method [18].

However, overcurrent protection may have delayed protection operation time due to low fault currents, loss of sensitivity in the islanded mode, difficulty in maintaining selectivity in loop feeders, and coordination problems. Also, current differential relays require protection systems and end-to-end high-bandwidth communication equipment at both ends of each line segment. Furthermore, protection techniques based on traditional negative- and zero-sequence currents require negative- and zero-sequence currents to function. Inverter-based DERs have been known to have insignificant negative- and zero-sequence currents during faults. In addition, voltage and frequency-based protection lack selectivity, are vulnerable to switching conditions, and are difficult to coordinate since voltage drop and frequency may be the same across a system.

The coordination of individual protection devices in traditional power systems is usually based on current, time, or current-time grading. This is not often possible in inverter-based microgrids because of the intermittent nature of the DERs, low inertia, changes in short circuit fault current levels, and low short-circuit currents especially when operating in the islanded mode. This makes protection coordination of overcurrent protection relays in microgrids particularly difficult. In [19], a mathematical approach for protection coordination using a genetic algorithm was applied in the minimization of protection operating time. In [20], the coordination of directional OC protection relays was proposed by placing a fault current limiter at the point of common coupling (PCC). Current-time grading or coordination of traditional directional/non-directional overcurrent protection in a networked microgrid is particularly difficult when there is a high penetration level of inverter-based systems with low inertia and fault current contributions [21,22].

The use of optimization algorithms in solving the protection coordination problem as proposed in some literature cannot be practically implemented in the available protection relays in real-time and will also result in delayed fault clearing. Any effective adaptive protection solution applicable to complex networked microgrids invariably involves communication. Communication-assisted protection principles provide faster fault clearance, and improve protection efficiency, security, and dependability.

1.2. Related Work

The implementation of centralized protection can provide engineering, cost, and reliability advantages when compared to traditional protection by local distributed protection devices and the individual communication between these distributed devices, especially under dynamically changing topology and operating modes. In a centralized scheme, the communication architecture required is simpler, and providing redundancy and maintenance of protective devices is more efficient and cost-effective. Also, the communication infrastructure already in place for microgrid control communication can be used for microgrid protection.

Recently, centralized protection approaches were proposed in [23–26] for traditional systems, and in [27–33] for DER-integrated systems. However, most of the methods made use of architectures with local distributed protective relays communicating with a centralized decision-making platform. Such approaches do not completely solve the protection issues associated with DER integration and microgrids. For example, a change in system topology or generated power could cause the local protective relays to misoperate and communicate wrong decisions to the centralized platform.

Also, the decision-making process at the centralized protection platform could become impossible if it receives conflicting decisions from multiple local protective relays. Furthermore, some of the existing methods in the literature were proposed for the protection of a specific power apparatus in the substation, and not for the simultaneous protection of multiple electric power equipment. In addition, these methods did not consider the dynamic nature of the topology of interconnected power systems and made use of fixed
pre-determined protection zone models. A summary of some of the relevant literature is presented in Table 1.

### Table 1. Summary of the related literature on centralized protection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Limitations/Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>Protection of traditional grid using a combination of current differential and phase comparison schemes.</td>
<td>Traditional protection algorithms were used. These could fail for microgrids (MGs) with topology changes, DER changes, and varying fault current levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>High frequency fault current transient detection for transmission lines in traditional grids.</td>
<td>Proposed method might fail when used in MGs with topology changes, DER changes, and varying fault current levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[25,26,30]</td>
<td>Model-based dynamic state estimation for the protection of substation assets.</td>
<td>Performance of this method depends on the accuracy of the developed model of the power system components.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[27]</td>
<td>Differential protection relays per DC sub-microgrid supervised by a centralized protection unit.</td>
<td>Requires multiple local distributed protection relays. These relays could send the wrong decision or conflicting information to the centralized protection unit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>Communication-based protection using the IEC 61850 Standard.</td>
<td>Depends on the information received from multiple distributed protection devices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[29]</td>
<td>Differential protection algorithm with an adaptive restraint characteristic.</td>
<td>This method is not suitable for primary protection and is limited to backup protection only. Could fail for microgrids with topological changes, DER changes, and varying fault current levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[31]</td>
<td>Regional protection scheme based on overcurrent (OC) protection devices.</td>
<td>Performance depends on the accuracy of the logical information received from multiple protection devices. Also, multiple OC settings per relay are required to provide a 100% protection coverage of a single line length.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[32]</td>
<td>Based on persistent overvoltage and/or frequency disturbance for microgrid.</td>
<td>Only line protection was considered. The practicability of the proposed method was not demonstrated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[33]</td>
<td>Distributed overcurrent protective relays supervised by a microgrid central controller (MCC).</td>
<td>Performance depends on multiple distributed relays wherein coordination is determined by the MCC. It could be difficult providing time-coordination to multiple relays during fast dynamic system topology changes or operating modes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In view of the foregoing, a Centralized Intelligent Station-Level Protection (CISP) approach based on dynamic network theory and wide area measurements is proposed in this paper for interconnected power systems such as networked microgrids. This paper extends the protective relaying algorithms proposed by the authors in [34] to the protection of interconnected or networked microgrids.

The unique features of the proposed CISP approach and the contributions of this paper are as follows: Firstly, the proposed CISP does not require the use of multiple local relays. Rather it replaces them with a single, reliable, and cost-effective station-level centralized protection platform. Secondly, the protection module implemented in the proposed CISP is adaptive to the prevailing networked microgrid configuration using an adaptive network-theory based dynamic zone selection approach and protective relaying algorithms suitable for dynamic system topologies, high DER penetration levels, and systems with multi-technology DERs. The advantages of using adaptive protection algorithms include the following: (i) the ability of the protection algorithms to adapt or adjust to changes in the microgrid topology, changes in microgrid loading, changes in the number of DERs in service, and changes in DER penetration levels, (ii) the ability to function in any of the microgrid operating modes (i.e., grid-connected or islanding modes), and (iii) the ability to adapt to changing fault current levels. Thirdly, this paper proposes a centralized protection concept for networked microgrids, thereby reducing the use of multiple distributed protective relays. Fourthly, the proposed centralized protection system was implemented and
tested using a real-time ‘proof-of-concept’ RTDS® testbed. Lastly, this paper applied and investigated the merits of next-level power automation communication protocols such as the IEC 61850-8-1 Generic Object-Oriented Substation Events (GOOSE) [35] and the IEC 61869-9 Sampled Values (SVs) [36] in networked microgrids.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the various CPC architectures possible for traditional and networked microgrid systems, while Section 3 presents the proposed CISP platform for microgrid protection. Section 4 describes the practical proof-of-concept real-time simulation RTDS® testbed used in testing and validating the proposed CISP platform. Section 5 discusses the results obtained from several use cases, while Section 6 summarizes the contributions of this paper.

2. Centralized Protection and Control

Advancements in communication and measurement technologies have accelerated the potential use of centralized protection in power systems. The requirements for centralized protection schemes and the available communication or measurement technology vary between utilities. Thus, the architecture used may also vary. Some important elements required in the implementation of a reliable centralized protection scheme include the communication media, the communication protocol, and the topology of the network, amongst others. The communication media can be Power Line Carrier (PLC), microwave, radio, leased lines, satellite, or fiber-optic links. Some issues that need to be considered in the selection of utility communication architectures are communication bandwidth, latency, scalability, flexibility, redundancy, and cyber security.

The following subsections summarize the architectures discussed in [37] and the architecture proposed in this paper for Centralized Protection and Controls (CPCs) in networked microgrids.

2.1. CPC Architecture for Conventional Systems

Five possible CPC architectures were presented in the IEEE WG K15 report [37]. Figure 1 shows the architecture ranked in the report as the most used. In this architecture (denoted as architecture 5a in [37]), the instrument transformers are interfaced to Intelligent Merging Units (IMUs) at the process level, while the IMUs are interfaced to the CPCs over the process bus Ethernet Local Area Network (LAN).

![Figure 1. Substation CPC architecture (Architecture 5a, [37]).](image)

Other CPC architectures (CPC architectures 1, 2, 4) in the report [37]) had process level devices interfaced to the Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs) in the bay level using traditional hardwiring or Ethernet-based SVs from IMUs. The IEDs communicate information to station level CPC using IEC 61850 GOOSE [35], IEC 61869-9 SVs [36], or IEEE C37.118 synchrophasors [38]. The primary Protection and Control (P&C) functions are performed by the IEDs, and the CPC serves as backup protection. In architectures 3, 5, 5a,
the individual bay level IEDs are replaced by CPCs. The protection and control functions are performed by a primary CPC (CPC-A) and a redundant CPC (CPC-B), respectively.

2.2. Proposed CPC Architecture for Networked Microgrids

Figure 2 shows the architecture proposed in this paper for networked microgrids. In this architecture, the process level instrument transformers and IMUs at networked microgrids are interfaced directly to a station-level CPC (CISP) over a communication network, thereby eliminating the use of protection and control devices (multiple bay devices) at the bay level. In the proposed architecture, the wide area protection and control functions are performed at a central location for all the networked microgrids, and do not require distributed IEDs or individual CPCs in the microgrids. As a result of using centralized processing and protection principles, the protection miscoordination of the main and backup protection device is minimized. In practical systems, the CPC could be located at any of the microgrids or at the nearest utility substation control house (if the microgrid is owned by the utility) and should be capable of receiving data communicated to it from all member microgrids.

![Proposed CPC Architecture for Networked Microgrids](image_url)

Figure 2. Proposed CPC architecture for networked microgrids.

Thus, a fast and secure communication network between microgrids or between microgrids and a utility substation control house is required. This communication can easily be implemented using the IEC 61850 standard. The IEC 61850 specifies the use of redundancy protocols such as the Parallel Redundancy Protocol (PRP) and the High-Availability Seamless Redundancy (HSR) protocol [39]. The PRP and HSR redundancy protocols provide seamless failover in the case of a single point of failure in communication networks. In order to deal with severe multiple communication disruptions, uncoordinated local back-up overcurrent and breaker-failure protection functions can be provided on the merging units, as available in some commercially available merging units [40].

The IEC 61850 standard [35] is a suite of communication standards for power utility automation that specifies the data modelling approach, structure, communication models and service, and Substation Configuration Language (SCL) used in defining the various functions in power systems. Edition 2 of the IEC 61850 covers DER-related applications, Routable-Sampled Values (R-SV), Routable-GOOSE (R-GOOSE), etc. [35]. R-SV and R-GOOSE could be used in the proposed architecture in Figure 2 for publishing the measurements and control signals to and from the microgrids to the CISP platform in the control house. Note that individual microgrids could have station-level monitoring and metering functionalities. However, the P&C decisions would be performed only at the centralized protection level.
3. Design of the Proposed Centralized Protection Platform

The proposed CISP platform requires system-wide measurements from widely dispersed sensors, IMUs, and field devices in order to intelligently detect and isolate the faulted segment of the networked microgrids. This can easily be achieved by using the peer-to-peer communication framework (Figure 2) proposed in this paper for centralized protection.

Three modules are implemented in the CISP platform. These are the following: (i) the Zone Selection (ZS-) Module, (ii) the Protection (P-) Module, and (iii) the Actuation (A-) Module. Figure 3 shows the flowchart for the proposed CISP platform. The ZS- Module functions as a system-wide adaptive topology processor and zone determination algorithm. It receives and processes the status of the Fault Interruption Devices (FIDs) and the status of the DERs in the microgrids and applies network theory in the creation of a network graph corresponding to the prevailing topology of the networked microgrids. The network graphs formed are used to automatically create the protection zones in the microgrid. The type of zones created can be subgraphs, paths, or end-hub zones. Subgraphs are essentially bus protection zones $Z_B$, while the paths between two or more subgraphs are designated as protection zones $Z_F$. The paths between the trivial (end) nodes and the hubs are designated as protection zones $Z_{EH}$.

![Flowchart of the proposed centralized protection.](image)

Once the prevailing system topology and the protection zones ($Z_B$, $Z_F$, or $Z_{EH}$ zones) have been identified by the ZS- Module, the next stage after the ZS- Module is by the P-Module. The P-Module assigns protection algorithms to the identified protection zones. The type of protection algorithm that will be assigned will be determined by the protection zone type. The A-Module receives the trip signals from the P-Module and the relevant FID for such zone will be tripped in order to isolate the faulty segment of the interconnected system. These CISP modules are further described in the proceeding subsections.
3.1. Zone Selection Module

Interconnected power systems and networked microgrids have dynamic topologies that are influenced by power markets and the dynamic connection/disconnection of nodes (loads) and DERs. Thus, the protection zones in such systems will frequently change and should not be determined a priori. Protection systems must be capable of detecting all fault types, interrupting fault currents, and locating and isolating the faulted section before any damage. It is obvious that an intelligent and adaptive zone selection method is essential and crucial to the performance of protection systems used in interconnected power systems or microgrids with dynamic system operating conditions.

The Zone Selection (ZS-) Module proposed in this paper is comprised of a system-wide topology processor and a zone determination algorithm, respectively. The ZS- Module receives, processes, and tracks the changes in the status of the Fault Interruption Devices (FIDs) and the DERs in the microgrids, and applies network theory in the creation of a network graph corresponding to the prevailing topology of the networked microgrids.

1. Graph Theory: Graph theory is a major branch of combinatorial mathematics and has been extensively applied in various fields [41]. Networked microgrids with \( n \) nodes comprised of two or more interconnected microgrids can be modelled by a graph \( G \{ V, E \} \) using an \( n \times n \) adjacency matrix \( A \). Vertices \( V = \{ v_0, v_1, \ldots, v_n \} \) is a non-empty finite set of elements and the edges. \( E = \{ (v_0, v_1), \ldots, (v_i, v_j), \ldots, (v_m, v_n) \} \) is a finite set of unordered elements. An edge \( e_{ij} \) is a pair of vertices \( (v_i, v_j) \), and \( v_i \) and \( v_j \) are referred to as adjacent or neighboring vertices. \( A = \{ a_{ij} \} \) and the element \( a_{ij} = 1 \) if the nodes \( i \) and \( j \) are linked by an edge, while \( a_{ij} = 0 \) if otherwise.

2. Proposed Zone Selection Method: Table 2 presents the descriptions used in this paper to show the relationship between power system components and graph components. Some graph theory terminologies given in [41] are adopted in the proposed Zone Selection Module as given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graph Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network graph</td>
<td>Networked Microgrids (MGs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subnetworks</td>
<td>Individual MGs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertices</td>
<td>Busbars, nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edges</td>
<td>Circuit Breakers (CBs), disconnectors (switches), CTs, CB-CT branches, fuses, power transformers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subgraphs ( Z_{\text{B}} )</td>
<td>Vertices with degree ( d(v) &gt; d_{\text{thr}} ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortest path ( Z_{\text{F}} )</td>
<td>Path between subgraphs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG Diameter ( Z_{\text{EH}} )</td>
<td>Path between end vertices in the MGs and hubs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Definition 1. A subgraph \( H(V(P), E(P)) \) is the graph induced by a subset of vertices \( V \) with degree \( d(v) > d_{\text{thr}} \) in each of the microgrids.

\[
V(P) = \{ x_0, x_1, \ldots, x_r \} \quad (1)
\]

\[
E(P) = \{ (x_0, x_1), (x_1, x_2), \ldots, (x_{r-1}, x_r) \} \quad (2)
\]

Such that \( V(P) \in V, E(P) \in E, H \in G, \) and \( x_0, x_r \) are end vertices.

The subgraphs are obtained for vertices with degree \( d(v) > d_{\text{thr}} \), where \( d_{\text{thr}} \) is a user-defined threshold for determining how subgraphs are created. The choice of the \( d_{\text{thr}} \) threshold is system-specific and depends on the power system topology. Typically, this will be \( \geq 2 \) since a typical distribution busbar microgrid will have at least one incoming feeder and one or more outgoing feeder(s). The number of feeders connected to such a bus should be set as the \( d_{\text{thr}} \) threshold.
Definition 2. The degree of a vertex is the summation of the number of edges connected to that vertex.

Definition 3. Hubs are vertices with a high degree value and represent the central vertex connecting all the other vertices.

Definition 4. The shortest path \( d_{ij} \) (distance) between vertices \( i \) and \( j \) is the path with the fewest number of links and is found using the Depth First Search (DFS) algorithm.

Definition 5. The diameter \( d_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum shortest path in the network. The diameter between the end nodes and the subgraph with the highest centrality is found.

A flowchart of the zone selection process is shown in Figure 4. The proposed zone selection algorithm was designed to dynamically determine the structure or topology of the networked systems at any given time by creating a network graph from the adjacency matrix constructed from the system-wide information of the nodes and DERs in the system. Subgraphs are obtained from the network graphs and are assigned as bus protection zone-\( Z_B \), while the path between subgraphs are assigned as line protection zone-\( Z_F \). The paths between the trivial (end) nodes and the hubs are designated as feeder protection zone-\( Z_{EH} \).

Figure 4. Flowchart of the zone selection algorithm.

3.2. Protection Module

The CISP platform implements multiple instances of the protection algorithms proposed by the authors in [34] in protecting the various equipment technologies located in the protection zones obtained using the Zone Selection Module described in Section 3.1. The type of protection function implemented at a protection zone depends on the electrical equipment in the protection zone, with the assumption that there are dedicated unit protections for DERs, DER step-up transformers, and interconnection power transformers in order to satisfy the DER fault ride-through requirements and to prevent transformer inrush during energization. Also, the availability of IEC 61869-9/IEC 61850-9-2 [36] compliant IMUs and high-speed communication networks using R-SV and R-GOOSE protocols with worst case communication delay less than 20 ms is assumed.

The protection algorithms proposed by the authors are integrated into a centralized protection platform. The protection algorithm includes Directional Supervised Current Differential (SCD), Rate-of-Change of Current (ROCOC), and Voltage-controlled ROCOC (V-ROCOC) algorithms, respectively.
1. Incremental Transient-Energy-Based (ITE) Algorithm: The directional algorithm based on Incremental Transient Energy (ITE\(_{32PG}\)) is obtained from superimposed current and voltage quantities. This is calculated as the integral of the product of the incremental modal (interphase) voltage and current quantities. The interphase ITE\(_{32PG}\) (for phases AB) is given as [34]:

\[
ITE_{32PG}(t) = \int_0^T \Delta v_{AB}(t) \cdot \Delta i_{AB} \, dt
\]  

(3)

\[
\Delta i_{AB} = \left( i_{\text{fault}}^A - i_{\text{fault}}^B \right) - \left( i_{\text{pre}}^A - i_{\text{pre}}^B \right)
\]  

(4)

\[
\Delta v_{AB} = \left( v_{\text{fault}}^A - v_{\text{fault}}^B \right) - \left( v_{\text{pre}}^A - v_{\text{pre}}^B \right)
\]  

(5)

where \(\Delta v_{AB}\) and \(\Delta i_{AB}\) are incremental voltage and current quantities for phases AB and \(v_{\text{fault}}^A, v_{\text{fault}}^B, v_{\text{pre}}^A, v_{\text{pre}}^B\) are the voltage and current fault and prefault quantities, respectively. Similar derivations can be performed for the modal phase CA. One major advantage of the proposed ITE-based directional algorithm is its suitability for inverter-based microgrids with insignificant zero- and negative-sequence fault currents. Traditional zero- and negative-sequence directional algorithms may fail or even be deactivated during faults with insignificant zero- and negative-sequence fault currents.

2. Supervised Current Differential (SCD) Algorithm: The differential current \(I_{DIF,ph}\) is calculated as the summation of all the line currents at the protected zone on a per phase basis, while the restraining current \(I_{RST,ph}\) is calculated using the maximum current from any of the feeders in the protected zone.

\[
I_{DIF,ph} = \left| \sum_{k=1}^N i_{k,ph}(t) \right|
\]  

(6)

\[
I_{RST,ph} = k_{res} \times \max \left| i_{k,ph}(t) \right|
\]  

(7)

where \(i_k\) is the current at the \(k\)th feeder, \(I_k\) is the magnitude of the current at the \(k\)th feeder, \(N\) is the number of line feeders connected to the protected zone, \(Ph\) denotes phases A, B, C, and \(k_{res}\) is the restraining current multiplying factor (typically 0.5 or unity).

The SCD algorithm proposed in this paper has a multi-slope percentage differential characteristic as shown in Figure 5. The dual slope percentage differential characteristic portion can be written as [34]:

\[
I_{DIF,ph} \geq \begin{cases} 
  f_1(I_{RST,ph}) & \text{when } I_{RST} < I_{R2,ph} \\
  f_2(I_{RST,ph}) & \text{when } I_{RST} \geq I_{R2,ph} 
\end{cases}
\]  

(8)

where:

\[
\begin{align*}
  f_1(I_{RST,ph}) &= I_{Dmin,ph} + K_1 I_{RST,ph} \\
  f_2(I_{RST,ph}) &= I_{Dmin,ph} + (K_1 - K_2) I_{R2,ph} + K_2 I_{RST,ph}
\end{align*}
\]

\(I_{Dmin,ph}\) is the minimum threshold for the differential current per phase and is adaptive to the system operating mode (grid-connected or islanded). \(I_{R2,ph}\) is the restraining current per phase at the slope changing point. \(I_{Dmin1}\) and \(I_{Dmin2}\) are the minimum differential current thresholds for the grid-connected and islanded modes, respectively.
Figure 5. Proposed adaptive differential protection characteristics.

*K₁* and *K₂* are the first and second slopes for light and heavy loading conditions, respectively. *K₁* is typically set to 0.2–0.3, while *K₂* is set at 0.5 and is required for high fault current conditions. *K₃* is the slope for the islanded mode of operation. *K₄* considers only the steady-state sources of differential currents (CT errors) and is set to 0.3, while *K₅* is set to accommodate transient differential currents due to CT saturation. *K₆* is set to 0.5. *K₃* is used in the islanded mode and is set to 0.2.

The key advantages of the proposed algorithms can be summarized as follows:

(a) adaptive multi-slope percentage differential characteristics compared to traditional percentage dual-slope differential characteristic techniques,

(b) the differential characteristic of the proposed SCD algorithm dynamically changes from a dual slope characteristic (when in the grid-connected mode) to a single slope characteristic (when in the islanded mode), and

(c) the ITE-based directional supervision enhances the sensitivity, selectivity, and security of the SCD algorithm.

3. Rate-of-Change of Current Algorithm: The ROCOC at the *j*th line lateral is given as [34]:

\[
\frac{di}{dt} = \frac{i^n_t - i^{n-1}_t}{\Delta T_s}
\]  

(9)

where *i^n_t*, *i^{n-1}_t* are the sampled currents at the present and previous sampling instants at the *j*th line lateral and *T_s* is the sampling interval (2 ms).

Table 3 summarizes the type of protection algorithms per protection zone. This is based on the type of protection zone identified by the ZS-module. For example, if a *Z_B* zone is identified, the SCD_{ITE,bus} protection algorithm is automatically assigned to that protection zone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone Type</th>
<th>Protection Algorithms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Z_B</em> zone</td>
<td>SCD_{ITE,bus}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Z_E</em> zone</td>
<td>SCD_{ITE,line}, V-ROCOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Z_{EH} zone</td>
<td>V-ROCOC, ROCOC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above-mentioned algorithms are based on the premise that during faults in inverter-dominated microgrids, the fault currents are limited by the inverter control actions. Unlike in traditional distribution systems where fault current magnitudes are used for protection decisions, the differential currents, incremental (superimposed) quantities, and the rate of change of current algorithms make use of only the transients generated during fault, and do not depend on sustained fault current magnitudes. Also, the proposed protection algorithms are adaptive to various system operating modes.
For example, the $I_{D_{\text{min},\text{Ph}}}$ of the SCD algorithm changes depending on the system operating mode. Also, the differential characteristic of the SCD algorithm changes dynamically during operation. The SCD algorithm operates with the dual slope characteristic in the grid-connected mode and switches to a single slope characteristic in the islanded mode. This is because the dual slope characteristic is not necessary in the islanded mode since the possibility of high short circuit fault currents or CT saturation is low, especially in microgrids with inverter-based DERs. Furthermore, the proposed protection algorithms are adaptive to various system strengths and can function for weak infeed conditions for remote lines located far from any source, especially when only the inverter-based DERs are in service.

For better selectivity and sensitivity at PCCs or at loop feeders (with infeeds at both ends), the performance of the ROCOC algorithm may be enhanced by supervising with a voltage protection element. Therefore, the V-ROCOC algorithm will not operate until the voltage is below the nominal value. Thus, it provides better selectivity to fault transients. The main advantages of the proposed algorithms are as follows: (a) the proposed ROCOC and V-ROCOC can be set sensitive even for scenarios with minimal fault current contribution, (b) they can be applied in both the grid-connected and islanded modes without having to modify the protection settings, (c) the selectivity of the algorithms are not affected by infeeds.

3.3. Actuation Module

The least disruptive way to completely clear a fault is by tripping the most minimal number of FIDs possible at the boundary of the protected zone. The FIDs may include circuit breakers, switches, disconnectors, and fuses. One practical way of implementing this is by identifying the FIDs in the affected protection zones obtained using the zone selection module.

The actuation module receives the Protection Module operate/trip signal from the CISP and sends this trip to the relevant FIDs within the zone in order to isolate the faulty segment of the interconnected system. A Breaker Failure (BF) algorithm initiates the retripping of a secondary trip coil or reissues trip signals to adjacent FIDs if the FIDs for a faulted zone fail to open after a time delay $t_{\text{BF}}$. In the event of the BF on the Main CISP failing, a backup (redundant) CISP or IMU with local trip function can serve as backup BF protection.

4. Real-Time Implementation

This section describes the proof-of-concept real-time co-simulation platform used for the case studies carried out.

4.1. Hardware Implementation

Figure 6 shows the architecture of the real-time Proof-of-Concept (PoC) implementation. IEC 61869-9 sampled values from the microgrids are published from the networked microgrids using peer-to-peer communication to the CISP platform located in Microgrid #1. The hardware used is comprised of two co-simulated Real-Time Digital Simulators (RTDS®) racks, GTFFPGA module, GTNETx2 cards, GTSYNC cards, GPS satellite clock, and communication network switches as depicted in Figure 7. RTDS® Rack-1 is used for simulating the power system network, while RTDS® Rack-2 serves as the CISP platform for implementing the centralized protection algorithms. Both racks are running asynchronously and are only connected via the GTNETx2 card (i.e., they are mimicking the connection between a power system and the protective relaying scheme).
Figure 6. Networked microgrids real-time implementation testbed.

The interconnected microgrids are modelled on RSCAD software version 5.007 and used in the simulations carried out in this section. An actual communication network consisting of industrial substation-grade switches, IEC 61869-9 sampled values measurements, and IEC 61850 GOOSE messages was used. The communication network was complied with the requirements of IEC 61850 messages and had a typical end-to-end message transmit time of 3 ms. Further information is provided in the proceeding subsections.

4.2. Implementation of the Zone Selection Module

The graphs in the zone selection algorithm proposed in Section 3.1 are designed to automatically update and adapt to the prevailing topology and operating condition of the networked microgrids. A $d_{thr}$ threshold value of 3 was used in this study to create subgraphs.
The Zone Selection Module is implemented as a MATLAB-RTDS co-simulation process, rather than in RTDS Rack-2 due to the convenience of programming the network graphs in MATLAB. The inputs to the MATLAB module, which works in near real-time, are the FIDs and DERs statuses published from Rack-1 using the RTDS SKT protocol. The SKT protocol is a client-server socket protocol that can be used for data exchange between the RTDS via a GTNETx2 card (running the SKT protocol) and an external device over a LAN/WAN communication network. In this case, the external device is the computer workstation running MATLAB.

The output of the Zone Selection Module is transmitted as logical bits from MATLAB to the CISP platform (RTDS Rack-2) via the SKT protocol.

4.3. Implementation of the Protection Module

RTDS Rack-2 served as the substation industrial computer for implementing the CISP protection and control modules. Instrument transformers (Current Transformers (CTs) and Voltage Transformers (VTs)) located at the process level of the microgrids served as the inputs to the IMUs. For conventional instrument transformer inputs, IMUs serve as the interface devices for converting the analogue current and voltage signals to digitized SVs, and generally make use of two IEC 61850 Logical Nodes (LNs). These are logical nodes TCTR and TVTR for Current Transformers (CTs) and Voltage Transformers (VTs), respectively. In practical implementation, multiple instances of TCTR and TVTR LNs from the networked microgrids will be mapped to the CISP protection algorithms. The protection instances will have pickup thresholds corresponding to each of the protected equipment technologies.

In the PoC testbed implemented, the analogue and binary signals from the RTDS® simulations are converted into optical signals and published over a communication network via the RTDS-GTFPGA device serving as IMUs. Rack-1 publishes to Rack-2 the voltage and current measurements in the networked microgrids using IEC 61869-9 SVs, while the FIDs and DER statuses are published as IEC 61850 GOOSE messages. In comparison to the IEC 61850-9-2 protocol, the IEC 61869-9 has 2 ASDUs and a common sampling rate of 4800 Hz irrespective of the system frequency. A maximum number of 24 quantities are allowed for 100 Mbit/s networks, while no specific limits were defined for 1 Gbit/s networks [36]. The IEC 61869-9 also defines the use of the IEC 61588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP) for merging unit time synchronization.

5. Case Studies and Results

Extensive real-time simulations covering various fault types, fault locations, and operating scenarios (grid-connected and islanded modes) were carried out to test the proposed CISP platform using a modified IEEE 13-node distribution feeder [42] integrated with DERs. The modeling parameters for the DERs are given in Appendix A. The DERs include a hybrid solar PV generation and Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) at Node-634, Doubly-Fed Induction Generator (DFIG) wind turbine generator at Node-675, and a diesel generator at Node-671. Some of the results obtained are presented and discussed in the proceeding subsections.

5.1. Dynamic Zone Selection

The performance of the proposed dynamic zone selection algorithm is demonstrated using the interconnected microgrids created from the IEEE 13-node distribution feeder (Figure 6). Considering the highlighted bus section (Node-632) of the interconnected microgrids in Figure 6, the status of the CBs and DERs are read by the algorithm, and then adjacency matrix and graphs corresponding to this topology are created. Subgraphs are afterwards created for vertices with degrees greater than $d_{thr}$.

Subgraphs are basically assigned as bus protection zones. Other protection zones are the paths between subgraphs (line protection zones) and the paths from end nodes to hubs (feeder zones). The vertices and graphs corresponding to the highlighted section are given.
in Table 4. Figure 8a shows the adjacency matrix and network graph for the steady-state condition, while Figure 8b shows the adjacency matrix and network graph for a circuit breaker (PCC-CB) open scenario.

**Table 4.** Graph example detailing vertices and edges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graph Component</th>
<th>Substation Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vertices</td>
<td>Node 650, Node 632, Node 633, Node 634, Node 645, Node 646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edges</td>
<td>E1, E2, E3, E4, E5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 8](image)

**Figure 8.** Adjacency matrices and graphs for (a) steady-state condition, (b) circuit breaker open scenario.

The edge corresponding to this open condition is highlighted in Figure 8b. This further demonstrates the ability of network graphs to indicate operating conditions, protection and control operation, and system reconfiguration in real-time.

The adjacency matrix of the entire modified IEEE 13-node distribution feeder at steady-state condition is given by Figure 9a, while Figure 9b gives the updated adjacency matrix for a fault condition on line 671-684 resulting in the opening of the CB at Node-671 to clear the fault.

![Figure 9](image)

**Figure 9.** Adjacency matrices and graphs for (a) steady state condition, (b) open CB at Line 671-684, (c) open CBs at Line 645-646, line 633-634, PV, and BESS.

In Figure 9b, the highlighted entries in the matrix columns corresponding to edge 671-684 change from ones to zeros. This also changes the protection zones as the \( Z_F \) zone between Node-671 and Node-684 no longer exists.

The adjacency matrix for a more complicated example is given in Figure 9c for a scenario in which the CBs at Nodes-633, -645, -646, PV, and BESS are opened.

Table 5 shows the output of the Zone Selection module for these three case studies. Based on the results obtained, the Zone Selection module determines which of the zones
will be designated as bus protection zones \((Z_B)\) and line protection zones. The \(\text{SCD}_{\text{ITE,bus}}\) algorithm is automatically applied to \(Z_B\) zones, the \(\text{SCD}_{\text{ITE,line}}\) and \(\text{V-ROCOC}\) algorithms are applied to \(Z_F\) zones, and the \(\text{ROCOC}\) algorithm is applied to \(Z_{EH}\) zones.

Table 5. Protection zones for some scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Study</th>
<th>No. of Prot. Zones</th>
<th>Protection Zones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case study-1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>(Z_B): {632,671,645,633}, {671,680,684,692}, {684,611,671,652} (Z_{EH}): {632-671}, {684-671} (Z_F): {All end nodes-to-nearest hub}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case study-2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>(Z_B): {632,671,645,633}, {671,680,684,692} (Z_{EH}): {632-671} (Z_F): {All end nodes-to-nearest hub}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case study-3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>(Z_B): {632,671,645,633}, {671,680,684,692} (Z_{EH}): {632-671} (Z_F): {All end nodes-to-nearest hub}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The initial number of protection zones for case study-1 (steady-state condition) is 13, while the number of protection zones for case study-2 when the circuit breaker for the line between Node 671 to Node 684 is open is 11. The number of protection zones for case study-3 with the circuit breakers for Line 633-684, Line 645-646, PV POI, and BESS POI open is 10.

From the foregoing, it can be inferred that having pre-determined (static) protection zones could cause protection coordination problems especially when a zone is no longer available due to equipment outage or other prevailing conditions. This applies in particular to interlocking, intertripping, and permissive protection schemes where protection systems rely on the receipt of signals from devices at the remote end (other zones) before they can operate.

The number of protection zones obtained by the CISP for the grid-connected mode is 13, while 12 zones were obtained for the islanded mode with the PCC-CB open. A breakdown of the protection zones, the instances of the CISP protection algorithms, and the fault interruption devices per protection zone are given in Table 6. This paper assumes the use of disconnecting-circuit breakers (DCBs) providing the combined functionality of a circuit breaker and a disconnector.

Table 6. Protection algorithms implemented at each protection zone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protection Zones</th>
<th>Zone Type</th>
<th>Protection Algorithms</th>
<th>FIDs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node 632 Feeders [632,671,645,633]</td>
<td>(Z_B) zone</td>
<td>(\text{SCD}_{\text{ITE,bus}})</td>
<td>S1–3A, S1–3B, S1–3C, S1–3D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node 671 Feeders [671,680,684,692], [684,611,671,652]</td>
<td>(Z_B) zone</td>
<td>(\text{SCD}_{\text{ITE,bus}})</td>
<td>S2–3A, S2–3B, S2–3C, S2–3D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node 684 Feeders [684,611,671,652]</td>
<td>(Z_B) zone</td>
<td>(\text{SCD}_{\text{ITE,bus}})</td>
<td>S2–2A, S2–2B, S2–2C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 632-671</td>
<td>(Z_F) zone</td>
<td>(\text{SCD}_{\text{ITE,line}}), (\text{V-ROCOC})</td>
<td>S1–3C, S2–3A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 684-671</td>
<td>(Z_F) zone</td>
<td>(\text{SCD}_{\text{ITE,line}}), (\text{V-ROCOC})</td>
<td>S2–2C, S2–3B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 646-632</td>
<td>(Z_{EH}) zone</td>
<td>(\text{V-ROCOC}, \text{ROCOC})</td>
<td>S1–1, S1–2A, S1–2B, S1–3B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2. Case Study-1: Grid-Connected Mode of Operation

Results for this case study are given in Figure 10 for phase and ground faults at 50% of Line 632-671 (F1). The CT and PT parameters used at Line 632-671 are 1200:5 and 2000:1, respectively. An instance of the SCD algorithm was implemented on the CISP platform for this protection zone.

![Figure 10. Grid-connected mode for faults at F1 (a) A-g fault, (b) three-phase fault.](image)

Figure 10a shows the result for Phase A-g fault with a fault resistance of 1.0 Ω and a fault inception angle of 0°. Figure 10b shows the result at the same fault location (F1) for a three-phase fault with a fault resistance of 0.1 Ω and a fault inception angle of 0°.

From Figure 10a, it can be seen that there was no visible change in the line currents (or fault currents) on the receiving end of Line 632-671. The CISP correctly operated with an average operating time (calculated from five trials) of 3.5 ms for ground faults and 3.45 ms for phase faults. Note that the breaker operating time was not taken into consideration in this study. The operating time presented includes the operating time of the CISP platform (communication delay and execution time) based on the real-time hardware-in-the-loop Proof-of-Concept (PoC) testbed that was utilized in this paper. The CISP was able to detect and trip for fault conditions in sub-cycle time of about 4 ms compared to traditional differential protection methods that require the transmission of line current measurements to the other line end. Such differential methods have a typical operating time of about 16 ms.

The PoC consists of a 1 GB/s Ethernet communication network, IEC 61850 sampled values measurements, and GOOSE messages. Hence the latency recorded was minimal.

In practical microgrids, the operating time will depend on the microgrid communication infrastructure and the communication protocol used. Since most microgrids are greenfield stations (with built-in communication networks for the microgrid control system), we would expect a fast communication network to be used, with minimal communication latency.
5.3. Case Study–2: Islanded Mode of Operation

This case study presents the results for a similar scenario as in Case Study–1 with the system operating in the islanded mode with the PCC CB open and all the DERs (diesel generator, solar PV, and WTG) in service. Figure 11a shows the fault currents for an A-g fault at F1 with a fault resistance of 1.0 Ω and a fault inception angle of 90°.

Figure 11. Islanded mode (with DFIG, PV, BESS, Diesel generator online) for faults at F1 (a) A-g fault, (b) three-phase fault.

Figure 11b shows the result at the same fault location (F1) for a three-phase fault with a fault resistance of 0.1 Ω and a fault inception angle of 90°. Compared to the results in Figure 10a, an infeed can be observed at the remote end of Line 632-671 due to the fault current contribution from downstream DERs. The CISP correctly operated with an average operating time of 13.95 ms for ground faults and 7.65 ms for phase faults. The fault currents for an islanded condition with only inverter-based DERs (PV and BESS) in service were less than twice the load currents due to converter controls action (Figure 12). The average operating time was 7.8 ms for ground faults and 15.75 ms for phase faults. In both scenarios, the CISP platform was reliable and correctly operated by adaptively switching to the slope 3 (K3) differential characteristic of the SCD algorithm. Slope 3 uses a lower minimum differential current \((I_{Dmin,F})\) and slope settings. The traditional differential protection would have failed to detect this scenario.

Figure 12. Islanded mode (with inverter-based DERs only) for faults at F1 (a) A-g fault, (b) three-phase fault.
5.4. Case Study–3: Week Infeed Condition

This case study implements an instance of the SCD algorithm and the V-ROCOC algorithm, respectively, on the CISP platform for this protection zone. According to Table 6, Line 692-675 is a line protection zone. Line 692-675 is a weak terminal located remote from any source especially when only the inverter-based DERs (PV and BESS) are in service. Without the DFIG in service, there were no fault currents at the remote end of this line. The traditional differential protection would not detect this fault. However, the CISP platform using the SCD algorithm was sensitive and able to detect this fault, and it had an average operating time of 49.35 ms for ground faults and 49.15 ms for phase faults, as shown in Figure 13.

![Figure 13. Weak infeed scenario for faults at F2 using the SCD algorithm (a) A-g fault, (b) three-phase fault.](image)

Based on the proposed zone selection algorithm (shown in Figure 4), an instance of the V-ROCOC algorithm should be implemented from the end node (Node–675) to the nearest hub (Node–671) as indicated in Table 6. However, with the weak infeed at Node–675, the rate of change of currents obtained is negligible. Therefore, the V-ROCOC instance should be applied at the sending end of Line 692-675. Figure 14 shows the result for phase and ground faults at Line 692-675. An average operating time of 13.95 ms was obtained for ground faults, while 2.7 ms was obtained for phase faults using an instance of the V-ROCOC algorithm. These are faster than the operating times obtained for the SCD algorithm. Thus, the V-ROCOC algorithm should be used for weak infeed conditions rather than the SCD algorithm. Note that the results shown in Figure 14 are not sinusoidal because the ROCOC plotted are the output from the sampling and DFT blocks. Also, the operating time for ground faults could be further improved upon by using a much more sensitive ROCOC setting threshold for ground faults.
5.5. Discussion

5.5.1. Results

Results obtained from simulations carried out for various scenarios validate the effectiveness of the zone selection and protective algorithms implemented in the CISP platform. The protection algorithms are simple, selective, and sensitive. Also, the dependability and performance of the CISP platform were not affected even in the islanded mode of operation with a high penetration level of inverter-based DERs. Loss of utility and weak infeeds could be better protected using an instance of the V-ROCOC algorithm. The ITE directional algorithm could also be used in the supervision of the ROCOC algorithm. Alternatively, protection schemes using permissive trip logic based on input quantities from remote microgrid substations could be used on the CISP platform. This would help provide protection coordination and prompt fault clearance in interconnected microgrids with weak infeeds.

5.5.2. Redundant CPC Protection

Redundant CPC protection should be implemented especially for critical applications. The type of redundant protection proposed in this paper is a dual redundant CPC protection. As shown in Figure 2, the redundant CPC has the same features and modules (ZS–Module, P-Module, and A–Module) as the main CPC protection and operates in parallel with the main CPC protection.

Also, the redundant CPC protection could be implemented with a separate set of instrument transformers (CTs, PTs), merging units, circuit breakers, time synchronization, substation batteries, and communication network depending on the utility’s protection philosophy. If the back-up redundant centralized protection fails, overcurrent protection functions configured in merging units could be used as a backup to the redundant CISP platform in order to enhance the reliability of the microgrid. Note that this time-delayed OC protection in the merging units is not coordinated and is only meant to be used for backup unit protection. Also, a redundant communication network should be utilized as a backup against communication failure. Unlike in traditional protection consisting of multiple protective relays, the CISP platform does not require fault current-time coordination with long time delays because the backup CISP platform can operate timely without any further delay.

5.5.3. Field Deployment

The proposed CISP platform can be deployed onto a hardened industrial substation computer, a Real-Time Automation Controller, or onto a relay platform. This would require that the hardware platform be capable of subscribing to, and processing multiple streams of,
measurements from merging units in real-time. These measurements could be the regular IEC 61850 sampled values or Routable Sampled Values (R-SV).

Also, the CISP platform used should be capable of handling the computational burden required for real-time subscription of the SV measurements, data processing, execution of the zone selection, protection, and control modules, transmission, and subscription of IEC 61850 (sampled values and GOOSE) messages [35], IEEE C37.118 synchrophasor standard [38], communication network redundancy (PRP and/or HSR) protocols [39], and network-based time synchronization (IEEE 1588 precision time protocol [43]). Furthermore, the software component of the selected CPC hardware platform should be flexible and user-friendly such that the utility is able to upgrade the CPC modules, integrate custom protection algorithms, or add more functionalities in the future without any hardware upgrades. In addition, some functionalities that should be supported include protection algorithms (overload protection, phase and ground overcurrent, voltage protection, and frequency protection), metering, sequence of events, and supervision HMI.

When integrating the CISP platform to an existing IEC 61850 communication network infrastructure, performance testing should be conducted to ensure that the communication network is fast and has adequate bandwidth that can support IEC 61850 sampled values.

5.5.4. Impact of Adverse Communication Network

Depending on the communication network used, communication delays could be constrained to a few acceptable cycles. Thus, the proposed centralized protection platform will provide effective fault clearance without compromising system stability. Adverse communication network Quality of Service (QoS) issues like latency, jitter, losses, bandwidth limitations, and noise could cause the sampled values measurements to arrive late and out of sequence. This could result in the proposed centralized protection platform having a delayed response to faults or not operate at all. Also, the missing data packets could make data concentration difficult. One solution is to have a redundant communication network as mentioned in Section 2.2. For example, the PRP and HSR redundancy protocols would provide a seamless failover in the case of a single point of failure in a communication network. In a case where there is a communication bandwidth limitation, upgrading the utility communication infrastructure will improve the communication network throughput.

6. Conclusions

A CISP platform was proposed in this paper for the protection of networked microgrids or interconnected power systems. The proposed CISP platform automatically determines and updates the protection zones based on the prevailing system topology. Also, the protection algorithms are reliable and adaptive to the prevailing topology and system conditions and do not require the use of multiple local relays. Furthermore, the CISP platform does not require separate protection functions or relay settings groups for the islanded mode or other low fault currents operating conditions. In addition, the proposed SCD, directional ITE, ROCOC, and V-ROCOC algorithms implemented in the CISP platform use only the transients generated during faults. Thus, it is suitable for systems with large penetration levels of inverter-based DERs and low fault current contribution.

The advantage of using centralized protection systems in networked microgrids as proposed in this paper is that multiple protection relays are no longer required. Also, the use of multiple settings groups for various prevailing topologies or operating modes are no longer required. Furthermore, protection coordination between multiple protection relays is eliminated.

The experimental results obtained using a proof-of-concept real-time simulation testbed validate the effectiveness of the proposed CISP platform, and shows that the proposed approach is practical and the performance of the proposed CISP approach is fast, sensitive, secure, and dependable. Also, the low pass filter in the analog front end of the merging units and the DFT applied on the voltage or current signals used by the protection algorithms minimizes the effect of noise or harmonics by effectively attenuating
the high-frequency noise or harmonic components from the analog signals. Removing the high-frequency noise and harmonic signals ensures that the analog measurements are accurate especially during low system loading scenarios where the steady-state load current is less than 5% of the nominal current value. Also, removing the noise and harmonic components from an analog signal gives a much cleaner signal that enhances the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed CISP in detecting and isolating faults irrespective of the system loading scenario.

Although the RTDS® was used in the proof-of-concept testbed to emulate the centralized protection platform, the centralized protection will typically be deployed on an IED or station computer in practical systems. Also, it was shown that the deployed centralized protection can be successfully integrated using IEC 61850 infrastructure. The reliable operation of the proposed centralized protection requires a communication network with little or no latency that satisfies the message transmit time requirements defined in [35]. Although communication delay could cause delayed fault clearing by the proposed centralized protection, this does not adversely affect the protection coordination in the proposed centralized protection as all protection decisions are made by the centralized protection.

Finally, the elimination of numerous hard-wired signals by IEC 61850 GOOSE messages and sampled values, and the replacement of multiple protective devices with a central protection device, possibly duplicated to provide redundancy, is expected to be a more cost-effective solution. Moreover, centralized protection supports the increasing digitization drive in electric power utilities and can easily be incorporated in the protection design of greenfield microgrids or retrofitted in brownfield microgrids.

Future work will consider the impact of pervasive communication network QoS like latency, jitter, losses, bandwidth limitations, and noise on the proposed centralized protection platform. This will be performed using a communication co-simulation platform integrated with a power system and a centralized protection platform. This would allow us to actually emulate QoS issues on an actual communication network and also test the impact of communication QoS issues on Routable–GOOSE (R–GOOSE) and Routable–Sampled Values (R–SVs) measurements.
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Appendix A

Appendix A.1. Parameters of the IEEE 13 Node Test Distribution System

IEEE 13 node test distribution system [41].
### Appendix A.2. Parameters of Battery Energy Storage System (BESS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capacity (MW)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery type</td>
<td>Min/Rincon-Mora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of cells in series per stack (EA)</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of stacks in parallel (EA)</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity of a single cell (AH)</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial state of charge (%)</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity fading factor (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Appendix A.3. Parameters of Solar PV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solar cell model</td>
<td>Single diode five parameter model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar cell semiconductor material</td>
<td>Monocrystalline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of series connected cells per string per module</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of parallel strings of cells</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open circuit voltage (V)</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short circuit current (A)</td>
<td>3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage at Pmax (V)</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current at Pmax (A)</td>
<td>3.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference temperature at standard test conditions (°C)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of modules in series</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of modules in parallel</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Appendix A.4. Parameters of DFIG Wind Farm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Induction Generator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertia constant (MWs/MVA)</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated stator L-L voltage (V)</td>
<td>690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated MVA (MVA)</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated frequency (Hz)</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator resistance (p.u.)</td>
<td>0.00462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator leakage reactance (p.u.)</td>
<td>0.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsaturated magnetizing reactance (p.u.)</td>
<td>4.348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First cage rotor resistance (p.u.)</td>
<td>0.0060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First cage rotor leakage reactance (p.u.)</td>
<td>0.08596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind Turbine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated turbine power (MW)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU Generator speed (p.u.)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated wind speed (m/s)</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut-in wind speed (m/s)</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix A.5. Parameters of Diesel Generator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated MVA of the machine (MVA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated L-L voltage (V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base angular frequency (Hz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertia constant (MWs/MVA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator leakage reactance (p.u.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-axis unsaturated reactance (p.u.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-axis unsaturated transient reactance (p.u.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-axis unsaturated sub-transient reactance (p.u.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-axis unsaturated reactance (p.u.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-axis unsaturated transient reactance (p.u.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-axis unsaturated sub-transient reactance (p.u.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator resistance (p.u.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-axis unsaturated transient open time constant (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-axis unsaturated sub-transient open time constant (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-axis unsaturated transient open time constant (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-axis unsaturated sub-transient open time constant (s)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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